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Beneatha Younger, an important character in A Raisin In The Sun , values 

good people. She does not think  of herself as black, she thinks of herself as 

an American human. She knows George Murchison and Mama and Ruth want

tem to get married. He's a black American as well, but sees absolutely no 

reason to honor their African heritage. George sees himself as an American 

first and foremost and thinks that blacks who spend a lot of time worrying 

about Africa are wasting their time. 

Unsurprisingly, Beneatha seems to not be into George at all. Then after a

strange turn of events she starts to love Joeseph Asagai and wants to learn

about  Africa.  Benetha  values  a  greateducation.  She  is  aspiring  to  be

adoctoran is attending college. College education has helped to make her

progressive, independent, and a total feminist. She brings politics into the

apartment and always talks aboutcivil rights. During this play, she fights with

her identity as an African-American woman. 

Asagai criticizes her, saying that she's " assimilated," meaning that she tries

to hide her African-ness by acting white. He uses her hair as an example.

Asagai can't understand why she and most other black women in America

straighten their hair instead of leaving it naturally curly. Unlike the rest of

herfamily,  Beneatha looks  beyond her immediate situation in  an effort  to

understand herself as a member of a greater whole. As she becomes more

educated, it becomes increasingly hard for Beneatha to relate to the rest of

her family. 

Sometimes she can be a bit condescending and seems to forget that her

family members (especially her mother) all work very hard to help put her

through school. However, this character flaw only serves to make her seem
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all the more understandable and human. Ultimately, Beneatha is a kind and

generous person,  who seeks to become a doctor  out  of  a desire  to help

people. In conclusion, Beneatha Younger, a main character in A Raisin In The

Sun  values  many  things.  She  values  good  people  ,  good  education  and

Independence. 
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